ABSTRACT. This paper deals with aspects of the limit behaviour of products of nonidentical finite or countable stochastic matrices (P). Applications n are given to nonhomogeneous Markov models as positive chains, some classes of finite chains considered by Doeblin and weakly ergodic chains.
INTRODUCTION.
Let P0,PI,..., be a sequence of finite or countable stochastic matrices, p(n) the (i j) entry of P P A particular case is that of convergent {p(m,n)} where lim p(m,n) will be l,J n lJ identified. Then we look at the case of finite S where more powerful results are obtained without any assumption on (P). Further we specialize our H. COHN results to some classes of finite and countable nonhomogeneous chains and explore some connections with the notion of weak ergodicity.
We do not include in this paper specific applications of products of stochastic matrices which seem to be numerous, ranging from demography as shown by Seneta [21] , to recent developments in the theory of Markovian random fields assuming phase transitions (see Kemeny et al [12] and Winkler [22] ).
Our paper is a streamlined survey of the literature of nonhomogeneous
Markov models from the viewpoint of tail o-fields.
TAIL -FIELDS
Let (,,P) be a probability space and A a set in . We shall say that A is a P-atom/c set of if P(A) > 0 and A does not contain any subset A' with A'g and 0 < P(A') < P(A). A nonatomic set A in is said to be a P-oompetey nonatomio set of C if P(A) > 0 and A does not contain any 
which is absurd. Thus {Xn= j i.oo} consists of a finite number of P -atomic sets of (m). 
the Markov property of the reversed chain yields
Using the martingale convergence theorem and Theorem 2.1 in (3.4) The results and proofs of this Section rely on Cohn [5] , [6] and [8] . 4 . A CLASS OF COUNTABLE CHAINS.
We shall next consider a class of stochastic matrices (Pn) satisfying 
H. COHN
The tail u-field of a finite Markov chain was proven to be finite in Cohn [2] . Further Senchenko [19] and Cohn [3] have independently shown by different methods that the number of atomic sets does not exceed the number of states.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 given here was taken from Cohn [4] . losifescu [11] has studied the tail u-field structure of continuous time Markov processes.
Kingman [13] has given a geometrical representation of the transition matrices of a nonhomogeneous Markov chain from which the tail u-field structure may be derived.
As far as the asymptotic behaviour of transition probabilities is concerned, it seems that the first result in the case of nonasymptotical independent chains was given by Blackwell [i] who derived the existence of limits for the reverse transition probabilities. However Blackwell's paper does not refer to the tail u-field notion. The results of this section on the asymptotics of {P are derived in slightly different forms in Cohn [5] and [7] . m,n 7. SOME CLASSES OF CHAINS CONSIDERED BY DOEBLIN.
In an important but little known paper published in 1937 Doeblin [9] introduced a number of nonhomogeneous Markov chain models and gave without proofs several results concerning their asymptotic behaviour. In the case (DI) it will be easily seen that the associated chain may be defined in anycay described above, but in general we shall have to use some rguments based on the tail o-field structure to justify the definition that we are going to adopt for an associated chain.
We proceed now to define an associated matrix. For the sake of definiteness we shall consider a matrix in which the entries of the initial matrix replaced by 0 are all added to the first entry in their row larger than 6. A Markov chain assuming the initial probability vector m) and the transition matrices n'(P'n>.m will be said to be associated to {Xn:nm}.
Denote by {E:n=0,1 a sequence of sets with the property infn-ominigE*n)-i > 0 and write E**n S-E*n If {E* (
Uk=l n are present then for i eS m=0,1,.., and j g E n lim P(m'n) 0 It is easy to see that Theorem 6.2 may now be applied to conclude (7.3) and (7.4) . Finally, (7.2) follows from Lemma 7.1, and (7.4) We are now in the position to formulate the following two conditions.
.=o (ii) the associated matrices satisfy (C). 
!im infn_ominjgEn, j lim infn-minjEEn .7[(n)3 E* g > 0 which entails E * m u n n E'**} in (7 8) . Since for n sufficiently large Take now A {Xn, e n' limn,_>oo P'(m) (X, E'**n 'Ix'=i)n 0 we get lim SUPn,+ooP(m)(Xn, E'**IXm=i)n "< n !n) and therefore E* E*'and E'** E** for n sufficiently large. I pin P. p (m) (Tu) (7.19) It follows that for an arbitrary (7.20) Because N' was arbitrarily chosen (7.19 ) and (7.20) [14] and most papers on nonhomogeneous chains are related to it. Doeblin [9] has found necessary and sufficient conditions for (8. [20] . Kingman [13] has proven a general result of this kind. Usually, the proof is carried out by some inequalities relating the coefficients of the product of two matrices to the coefficients of the matrices themselves. For example, Hajnal There is an important result for bounded positive matrices known in the demographic literature as the Coale-Lopez theorem (see Seneta [21] ). The result was given in a somewhat more general form in Seneta [21] and its proof seems rather laborious. The specialization of the Coale-Lopez theorem to the case of stochastic matrices reveals a strong asymptotic independence property
We shall state such a property under a less restrictive assumption on the stochastic matrices. The results of this section were derived in Cohn [5] .
